
Chair Report / January 2023 ACM / Area 08

Dear SDIAA Trusted Servants,

My “Haven’t you done enough already” side tried telling me that I didn’t need to produce an ACM Report. 
Then my “Who’s show is this anyway?” side spoke up and said, “At least try”. So, here it goes. 

I thought that the Orientation Assembly was very well rounded and had a decent turn out. As I mentioned 
from the podium towards the end of the Assembly, it was inspiring to see most gathered around Standing 
Committee tables at that time during the day’s activities. I will consider it a success if we were able to 
double our GSR participation in this area from 2.3 to 4.6 GSRs per Committee. We also had over 150 
members sign up to participate in the Conference Committee activities at our Pre-Conference Assembly.

We will be discussing the Pre-Conference Workshop at tonight’s ACM. The goal is for at least 3 of these to 
take place from early to mid-March, one each in North, Central, and South County. We should have two 
Districts sponsor each workshop and will be much scaled down from hosting an assembly. These will have 
a slightly different feel this year because of the sheer number of Agenda Items that will be available to ask 
questions and provide background information on. Alas, it will be the work of the Ad Hoc Committee on 
the Mock General Service Conference to decide the specifics of this. Stay tuned.

There will be couple of exciting A.A. firsts happening for me/us before we see each other again. 
To start, I will be attending my first ACYPAA in Orange County. I have had an opportunity to stand closely 
to NSDYPAA as they formulate their bid for the 50th edition of this Conference to be held her locally. I was
asked to play myself in a “The Office” themed, recorded skit that will be presented to the ACYPAA Bid 
Committee. It was also suggested of me, in order to get the FULL YPAA experience, to cram myself in a 
hotel room with 7-8 others while attending. After much thoughtful contemplation, I have decided to reserve 
a room at the Budget Inn across the street, just in case. Stay tuned for this as well…

Second, your Delegate, Alt. Delegate, and myself will be broadcasting live from El Centro on February 16 th 
for the next Area Committee Meeting. I know personally, that this is a much needed act of Unity with our 
members from Imperial County. Our Linguistic District 17 will be graciously hosting us from the location 
that they hold their monthly meetings. It is also my sincere hope that I will have time to connect with some 
of our English speaking members in District 9 prior to this date. We are going on several years now without 
their participation in our Area Service Structure.

It is a great time for GSRs to ask their Groups about the types of Recovery, Unity, and Service activities 
they would like our Districts and Standing Committees to perform. Hosting workshops and other local 
events (shameless plug for the DCM & Committee Chair Training Workshop on 2/18… this is one of the 
topics...) is the primary twelfth step work we perform in the Area throughout most of the year. I am 
interested to see what you all come up with in 2023. Our 7th Tradition Contributions in action.

Well, I did it. No shrinking from writing two reports within two weeks for me. All joking aside, this is what 
I love about General Service. It gets me out of my comfort zone (writing reports, speaking in front of large 
groups of people, etc.) and reinforces a Responsibility within me to show up and perform, even when I 
think I have done enough already. A flat out miracle for an alcoholic of my type.
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